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introduction



Self-reference

_is talk in mainly about sentences that (are commonly thought
to) ascribe to themselves properties such as truth, falsity,
provability, and unprovability.

A sentence that says about itself that it is true is a truth teller
sentence.

A sentence that says about itself that it is false is a liar sentence.

A sentence that says about itself that it is provable is aHenkin
sentence.

A sentence that says about itself that it is unprovable is a Gödel
sentence.

We consider also other properties.
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Otherways to express self-reference

_e sentence says about itself that it is provable.

_e sentence states its own provability

_e sentence ascribes provability to itself.

_e sentence says: ‘I am provable.’

We take all these sentences to be equivalent.

A sentence saying something about itself is self-referential.



We would like to know whether truth teller, liar,Henkin, and
Gödel sentences are true or provable.



liar I

_e sentence that you are reading is not true.



liar II

_e sentence that you are reading expresses a proposition that is
not true.



liar III

(L) Sentence (L) is not true.



negation: Curry’s paradox

If the red sentence is true, then Volker Halbach will become king
of England.



Visser’s (1989) paradox

It is contentious whether the following paradox is self-referential:

All sentences below are not true0.
All sentences below are not true1.
All sentences below are not true2.
All sentences below are not true3.

⋮



Yablo’s (1985, 1993) paradox

It is contentious whether the following paradox is self-referential:

All sentences below are not true.
All sentences below are not true.
All sentences below are not true.
All sentences below are not true.

⋮



Self-reference

In what sense claim these sentences their own truth (falsity,
provability,. . . )?

Normally, only people claim something about themselves. To say
of a sentence that it claims something is already slightly odd.

Does the sentence ‘Snow is white’ claim that snow is white?



How do peoplemake claims about themselves?

Albert: ‘I am a logician.’

Albert: ‘_e logician participating from the Netherlands is a
logician.’

In the ûrst sentence he refers to himself via an indexical pronoun,
in the second via a deûnite description.

In both cases Albert makes a claim about himself; but in only in
the ûrst we can be sure that he is aware of doing so.



How do peoplemake claims about themselves?

An amnesiac, Rudolf Lingens, is lost in the Stanford li-
brary. He reads a number of things in the library, includ-
ing a biography of himself, and a detailed account of the
library in which he is lost [. . . ] He still won’t know who
he is, and where he is, no matter howmuch knowledge he
piles up, until that moment when he is ready to say, ‘_is
place is aisle ûve, �oor six, ofMain Library, Stanford. I
am Rudolf Lingens’.

Perry (1977, p. 492)



How do peoplemake claims about themselves?

When Lingens says ‘_eman in aisle ûve, �oor six is Rudolf
Lingens.’ he also makes a claim about himself, which has
completely diòerent properties from ‘I am Rudolf Lingens.’

In the ûrst sentence Lingens just ‘happens’ to be theman in aisle
ûve, �oor six. _e second sentence he refers to himself not via a
deûnite description that happens to apply to himself.

We don’t need a full analysis of de se claims, but need to rule out
trivializing cases of self-reference. We’ll look at this at the end of
the talk.



diagonal sentences



Formal systems

We now turn to investigating self-referential sentences in a formal
system Σ.

I won’t be very speciûc about what the formal system Σ is. It must
contain names for all expressions (e.g., Gödel numerals).

In (Halbach and Leigh 2020) we developed a theory of syntax,
which would now bemy favourite framework, because it avoids
to some extent problems with coding. You can also use Peano
arithmetic with added function symbols. We assume soundness
andmay add further conditions when needed.

_emost famous application of self-referential sentences in logic
is Gödel’s ûrst incompleteness theorem.
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approximating theGödel sentence

theorem
For any suõciently strong consistent formal system Σ there is a
sentence g such that neither g nor the negation of g is provable
in Σ.

_e last sentence on this page is not provable in the system Σ.



theGödel sentence

diagonalisation via norm
‘appended to its own quotation is not provable in Σ’ appended
to its own quotation is not provable in Σ.

‘appended to its own quotation is not provable in Σ’ appended to
its own quotation = ‘ ‘appended to its own quotation is not
provable in Σ’ appended to its own quotation is not provable in Σ’

g is short for
‘appended to its own quotation is not provable in Σ’ ap-
pended to its own quotation is not provable in Σ

_en we can prove in Σ:
g iò ‘g’ is not provable in Σ
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_e canonical diagonal operator

Fix the variable v. Let sub(x , y) be a function expression in the
language of Σ such that sub(x , y) = z expresses that z is the result
of substituting v in x with y. Let n express the function that takes
a number to (the code of) its numeral.
Let φ(v) be given. _en Σ proves:

sub(⌜φsub(v , nv)⌝, (n⌜φsub(v , nv)⌝)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

t

= ⌜φsub(⌜φsub(v , nv)⌝, n⌜φsub(v , nv)⌝⌝

_us Σ ⊢ t = ⌜φ(t)⌝ and
Σ ⊢ φ(t)

´¸¶
γ

↔ φ(⌜φ(t)⌝ or Σ ⊢ γ↔ φ(⌜γ⌝).

We assume that we have suitable function symbols in the
language.



the necessary ingredients?

• semantic predicates or predicates such as ‘provable’
• self-reference?

Wir haben also einen Satz vor uns, der seine eigene Unbe-
weisbarkeit behauptet. Gödel (1931, p. 175)
We thus have a sentence in front of us that claims its own
unprovability.



For the proof of the ûrst incompleteness (and the liar paradox
etc.) we use the following property of the Gödel sentence γ.

Σ ⊢ γ↔ ¬Bew(⌜γ⌝)

In general:
self-reference as the diagonal property
γ ascribes to itself property P expressed by φ(x) iò the
following holds (or is provable in Σ):

γ↔ φ(⌜γ⌝)

For the liar paradox, Gödel’s ûrst incompleteness theorem and
many other results only the diagonal or ûxed-point property is
required.

_is condition is not suõcient for self-reference!
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self-reference as diagonal property

informal counterexample
Snow is white iò ‘Snow is white’ is true.

formal counterexample
Σ ⊢ 0=0↔ Bew(⌜0=0⌝)



_e plethora of diagonal sentences

proposition
For any formula φ(x) the set of its provable diagonal sentences,
that is the set of all γ such that Σ ⊢ γ↔ φ(⌜γ⌝) is not decidable.

_e set of diagonal sentences (in the standardmodel) is not
arithmetically deûnable.

_us, there are always many diagonal sentences.

Being a diagonal sentence is at best a necessary condition for
self-reference via a closed term. We have to choose the
self-referential diagonal sentences from the set of diagonal
sentences.



We focus on self-reference via a closed term. In Peano arithmetic
or Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory we do not have such closed
terms and we have to use quantiûcation. Self-reference via
quantiûcation is even harder to analyze. See (Picollo 2018) for
more on self-reference via quantiûcation.

We also focus exclusively on direct self-reference.



diagonal sentences and Löb’s theorem



Skepticism about self-reference

Skeptic: ‘What really matters is the ûxed-point or diagonal
property, not the elusive notion of self-reference. At any rate, that
is what is used in proofs.’

skepticism about self-reference
_ere is no role for self-reference in logic andmetamathematics,
except as a heuristics.

What may create the impression that self-reference is necessary is
the problem of constructing a diagonal sentence for ¬Bew(x), or
so the skepticmay argue.



Canonical provability

Canonical provability is the ‘usual’ provability predicate Bew(x)
formalized in arithmetic. I could deûne it for a speciûc Σ.

theorem (a version of Löb’s theorem)
If Σ ⊢ φ↔ Bew(⌜φ⌝), then Σ ⊢ φ.

_us, all diagonal sentences of canonical provability are provably
equivalent, and for many purposes is therefore does not matter
which diagonal sentence we use.

corollary
If Σ ⊢ φ1 ↔ Bew(⌜φ1⌝) and Σ ⊢ φ2 ↔ Bew(⌜φ2⌝), then
Σ ⊢ φ1 ↔ φ2.



Canonical provability as an exception

Claim
Canonical provability is an exception. If we look at other
predicates, diòerent diagonal sentences may behave in diòerent
ways. I am interested in the self-referential diagonal sentences,
not arbitrary diagonal sentences.



Henkin’s problem&Kreisel’s answer



Moving back in time

For this chapter we go back to a time, before Löb (1955) proved
his famous theorem.

We look at the development that lead to the discovery of Löb’s
theorem.



Henkin sentences

If Gödel succeeded in showing that the sentence claiming its own
unprovability is not provable, it is natural to ask whether the
sentence claiming its own provability is provable or not.

A sentence claiming its own provability is a Henkin sentence.



Henkin sentences

Let Bew be the canonical provability predicate. Consider some
diagonal sentence h of Bew, i.e., Σ ⊢ h↔ Bew(⌜h⌝).

lemma
h is not refutable.

Proof: Assume Σ ⊢¬h
Σ ⊢¬Bew(⌜h⌝) diag. property

_us Σ would prove its own consistency on some standard
assumptions.

_us h has to be independent (like the Gödel sentence) or provable.



Some diagonal sentence

It’s much easier to obtain diagonal sentences of Bew(x) than of
¬Bew(x). For instance, 0=0 is a diagonal sentence:

lemma
Σ ⊢ 0=0↔ Bew(⌜0=0⌝)

Proof: Σ ⊢0=0
Σ ⊢Bew(⌜0=0⌝) Σ1 − completeness
Σ ⊢0=0 ∧ Bew(⌜0=0⌝)

_at’s disappointing:We are not interested in diagonal sentences
of this trivial type. It is clearly not self-referential and doesn’t
make any claims about itself.



Henkin sentences

Henkin (1952) must have been aware of all this and asked the
following question:

If Σ is any standard formal system adequate for recursive
number theory, a formula (having a certain integer q as
its Gödel number) can be constructed which expresses
the proposition that the formula with Gödel number q is
provable in Σ. Is this formula provable or independent
in Σ?



kreisel–henkin criterion for self-reference
Let a formula φ(x) expressing a certain property P in Σ be
given. _en a formula γ says about itself that it has property P iò
it is of the form φ(t) for some closed term t that has (the code
of) φ(t) as its value.

Σ proves all closed equations and thus proves t = ⌜φ(t)⌝.

_e Kreisel–Henkin criterion does not give us a necessary
condition for self-reference. It only may give a criterion if the
focus in self-reference via a closed term.
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kreisel–henkin criterion for self-reference
Let a formula φ(x) expressing a certain property P in Σ be
given. _en a formula γ says about itself that it has property P iò
it is of the form φ(t) for some closed term t that has (the code
of) φ(t) as its value.

If γ says about itself that it has property P (expressed by φ(x)),
then γ is a diagonal sentence of φ(x).

Proof: γ must be of the form φ(t) where t has φ(t) as its value.
Since Σ decides all closed equations, we have Σ ⊢ t = ⌜φ(t)⌝.
From Σ ⊢ φ(t)↔ φ(t) by substitution of identicals we get
Σ ⊢ φ(t)↔ φ(⌜φ(t)⌝).



kreisel–henkin criterion for self-reference
Let a formula φ(x) expressing a certain property P in Σ be
given. _en a formula γ says about itself that it has property P iò
it is of the form φ(t) for some closed term t that has (the code
of) φ(t) as its value.

Example
(L) _e sentencemarked (L) is not true.

t is ‘_e sentencemarked (L)’.
φ(x) is ‘is not true’.



kreisel–henkin criterion for self-reference
Let a formula φ(x) expressing a certain property P in Σ be
given. _en a formula γ says about itself that it has property P iò
it is of the form φ(t) for some closed term t that has (the code
of) φ(t) as its value.

Example
_e sentence you are reading is true.

t is ‘_e sentence you are reading’.
φ(x) is ‘is true’.



kreisel–henkin criterion for self-reference
Let a formula φ(x) expressing a certain property P in Σ be
given. _en a formula γ says about itself that it has property P iò
it is of the form φ(t) for some closed term t that has (the code
of) φ(t) as its value.

Example
‘appended to its own quotation is not provable in Σ’ appended to
its own quotation is not provable in Σ.

t is “appended to its own quotation is not provable in Σ’
appended to its own quotation’.
φ(x) is ‘is not provable in Σ’.



According to the Kreisel–Henkin–criterion, the usual liar, truth
teller, Gödel, Curry etc. sentences are self-referential if strong
diagonalisation (diagonalization via a closed term) is used.

Yablo and Visser sentences are not self-referential, but this
requires some discussion.

But perhaps the Kreisel–Henkin–criterion is also not suõcient.
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kreisel–henkin criterion for self-reference
Let a formula φ(x) expressing a certain property P in Σ be
given. _en a formula γ says about itself that it has property P iò
it is of the form φ(t) for some closed term t that has (the code
of) φ(t) as its value.

Henkin’s question:
If Σ is any standard formal system adequate for recursive
number theory, a formula (having a certain integer q as
its Gödel number) can be constructed which expresses
the proposition that the formula with Gödel number q is
provable in Σ. Is this formula provable or independent
in Σ?

_us we understand ‘expresses the proposition that the formula
with Gödel number q is provable in Σ’ as ‘is a formula φ(t) where
φ expresses provability in Σ’.



But what does it mean for a formula φ(x) to express a property
and provability in particular?

For the proof of the ûrst incompleteness we require only a φ(x)
expressing provability by the following criterion:

kreisel ’s criterion for the expression of
provability
A formula Bew(x) is said to express provability in Σ if it
satisûes the following condition: for numerals n, Bew(n) can
be proved in Σ if and only if the formula with number n can be
proved in Σ.1

_is is weak representability in the usual sense:
Σ ⊢ φ iò Σ ⊢ Bew(⌜φ⌝).
1_is is the third paragraph of Kreisel’s 1953 paper with the notation adapted.



Kreisel’s answer

Henkin asked:
If Σ is any standard formal system adequate for recursive
number theory, a formula (having a certain integer q as
its Gödel number) can be constructed which expresses
the proposition that the formula with Gödel number q is
provable in Σ. Is this formula provable or independent
in Σ?

Kreisel (1953) replied:
We shall show below that the answer to Henkin’s question
depends on which formula is used to ‘express’ the notion
of provability in Σ.



kreisel ’s observation

_ere is a formula Bew1(x) and a term t1 such that the
following three conditions are satisûed:

(i) Bew1 weakly represents provability in Σ.
(ii) Σ ⊢ t1 = ⌜Bew1(t1)⌝

(iii) Σ ⊢ Bew1(t1)

Similarly, there is a provability predicate Bew2(x) and a term t2
such that

(i) Bew2 weakly represents provability in Σ.
(ii) Σ ⊢ t2 = ⌜Bew2(t2)⌝

(iii) Σ ⊢ ¬Bew2(t2)



Proof (Kreisel andHenkin)

Fix some predicate Bew(x) that weakly represents Σ-provability
in Σ. Apply the canonical diagonal construction to
x=x ∨ Bew(x) to obtain a term t1 such that

(1) Σ ⊢ t1 = ⌜t1= t1 ∨ Bew(t1)⌝

Now deûne Bew1(x) as

x= t1 ∨ Bew(x).

Clearly Σ ⊢ t1 = ⌜t1= t1 ∨ Bew(t1)⌝ and hence (ii) holds by (1).
Since

t1= t1 ∨ Bew(t1)

is provable in pure logic (and thus in Σ), Bew1(t1) is provable and
(iii) is satisûed. (i) is also easy.



Proof

Fix some predicate Bew(x) that weakly represents Σ-provability
in Σ. By Gödel’s diagonal lemma there is a term t2 such that

(2) Σ ⊢ t2 = ⌜t2 /= t2 ∧ Bew(t2)⌝

Now deûne Bew2(x) as

x /= t2 ∧ Bew(x)

Clearly Σ ⊢ t2 = ⌜t2 /= t2 ∧ Bew(t2)⌝ and hence (ii) holds by (2).
Since

t2 /= t2 ∧ Bew(t2)

is refutable in pure logic (and thus in Σ), Σ ⊢ ¬Bew2(t2) and (iii)
is satisûed.



Henkin and other people have complained ever since that Kreisel
hadn’t used the canonical provability predicate.

But nobody – except for Smoryński 1991 – complained about the
way Kreisel obtained the terms t1 and t2.

To see that it matters, apply the standard diagonal method to
Bew2(x) with Bew(x) the canonical provability predicate to
obtain a term t3:

(i) Σ ⊢ t3 = ⌜Bew2(t3)⌝

(ii) Σ ⊢ Bew2(t3)

Both t2 and t3 satisfy Kreisel’s criterion for self-reference and say
about themselves that they are provable in the sense of Bew2.
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_eKreisel–Henkin criterion and self-reference

Not all diagonal sentences of Bew2(x) satisfying the
Kreisel–Henkin criterion behave in the same way.

Are wemore interested in Bew2(t2) or Bew2(t3)?

Is Bew2(t3) better or exhibits ûrst-class self-reference because it
has been obtained by the canonical diagonal construction?

Conclusion:We need a careful analysis of self-reference to decide
whether we should be interestedmainly in Bew2(t3) or also
Bew2(t2).
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Kreisel’s observation

Whether Kreisel’s ‘Henkin sentence’ is provable or refutable does
not depend – contra Kreisel – only on the provability predicate; it
also depends on how self-reference is obtained.

_e answer to certain questions depends not only on the coding
and the representing formulae, but also on how self-reference is
obtained.

However, in the case of theHenkin sentences the intensionality
from self-reference disappears once we consider canonical
provability predicates.
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But can one obtain a refutableHenkin sentence with canonical
diagonalisation but a nonstandard provability predicate?

theorem (Visser)

_ere is a provability predicate BewV(x) weakly representing
provability in Σ such that its diagonal sentence obtained by the
usual diagonal construction is refutable.

observation (Picollo)

_ere is a provability predicate BewP(x) weakly representing
provability in Σ such that its diagonal sentence obtained by the
usual diagonal construction is neither provable nor refutable.



But can one obtain a refutableHenkin sentence with canonical
diagonalisation but a nonstandard provability predicate?

theorem (Visser)

_ere is a provability predicate BewV(x) weakly representing
provability in Σ such that its diagonal sentence obtained by the
usual diagonal construction is refutable.

observation (Picollo)

_ere is a provability predicate BewP(x) weakly representing
provability in Σ such that its diagonal sentence obtained by the
usual diagonal construction is neither provable nor refutable.



Let d be the canonical ûxed point (diagonal) operator that maps
any formula φ(x) to its canonical diagonal sentence and d. its
representation in Σ.

Let Bew(x) be some formula representing provability and
construct a formula BewV(x) using some diagonal construction:

(3) Σ ⊢ BewV(x)↔ x /=d. (⌜BewV(x)⌝) ∧ Bew(x)

Now apply the canonical d to the predicate BewV(x).

(i) Σ ⊢ ¬d(BewV)

(ii) BewV(x) weakly represents provability.



Henkin sentences: summary

• If a canonical provability predicate (at least one satisfying
the Löb conditions) is chosen, all diagonal sentences of this
predicate are equivalent.

• _ere are provability predicates that have refutable and
provableHenkin sentences (that are self-referential in the
sense of the Kreisel–Henkin criterion).

• _ere is a refutableHenkin sentence obtained via the
canonical Gödel diagonalisation method.

• _e situation for Henkin sentences based on Rosser
provability is tricky. See (Kurahashi 2014).



_e skeptic again

_e scepticmay reply:
Don’t fuss. All diagonal sentences of the canonical prov-
ability predicate behave in the same way. Nobody, except
for some philosophers, care about Bew2(x). Self-reference
doesn’t play any role in proper metamathematics.

Kreisel himself didn’t care about Bew2(x).



truth



_e skeptic’s answer fails for truth.



σ(x) is a truth predicate for Σn iò for all sentences φ ∈ Σn:

Σ ⊢ σ(⌜φ⌝)↔ φ

In addition wemay requite that the compositional axioms of CT
hold for Σn.

For each n ≥ 1 there is a Σn-truth predicate, which is Σn.

0=0 and 0 /=0 are diagonal sentences of each of these partial truth
predicates.



We can now ask:What happens to the sentence that states its own
Σ1-truth?

If the canonical diagonal construction is applied, we obtain a
sentence γ with Σ ⊢ γ↔ TrΣ1(⌜γ⌝). γ is itself Σ1.

Why are we interested in this speciûc γ, but not in 0=0?

Because γ expresses its own Σ1-truth – in contrast to 0=0.
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_e canonical truth predicate TrΣ1(x) is of the form ∃y ϑ(y, x)
with a formula ϑ(y, x) containing only bounded quantiûers.

theorem
Suppose we employ amonotone Gödel coding and d(TrΣ1(x))
is a diagonal sentence satisfying the Kreisel–Henkin property,
then PA ⊢ ¬d(TrΣ1(x)).

assumption

If ∃v σ(v) is a Σ1-sentence, that is, if the formula σ(v) contains
no unbounded quantiûer and only the variable v is free in σ(v),
then PA ⊢ ∀y (ϑ(y, ⌜∃v σ(v)⌝)→ ∃v < y σ(v)) holds.



_e truth teller d(TrΣ1(x)) is of the form ∃y ϑ(y, t) where t is a
term denoting this very sentence. _us, t = ⌜∃y ϑ(y, t)⌝ is true
and, hence, PA-provable.

We reason in PA. Suppose ∃y ϑ(y, t). Let y0 be the smallest
witness of ∃y ϑ(y, t). So, (a) ϑ(y0, t) and (b) ∀z < y0 ¬ϑ(z, t).
Since t = ⌜∃y ϑ(y, t)⌝, the assumption above combined with (a),
gives us ∃z< y0 ϑ(z, t). But this contradicts (b). Hence our
supposition that ∃y ϑ(y, t) must fail.

assumption
If ∃v σ(v) is a Σ1-sentence, that is, if the formula σ(v) contains
no unbounded quantiûer and only the variable v is free in σ(v),
then PA ⊢ ∀y (ϑ(y, ⌜∃v σ(v)⌝)→ ∃v < y σ(v)) holds.



We can play the same tricks as in the case of provability:

theorem (Visser)
_ere is a truth predicate σn(x) for the set of Σn-sentences so
that the truth teller formulated with σn(x) using the standard
diagonal function d is provable in PA. _ere is also a truth
predicate σ ′n(x) for the set of Σn-sentences so that the truth
teller formulated with σ ′n(x) and standard diagonalisation d is
refutable in PA.



Under suitable assumptions this can be generalized: Σn-truth
tellers are refutable, Πn-truth tellers are provable.

While results for canonical provability are very robust, truth is
highly sensitive to all kinds of tweaks, not only from
self-reference.
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Again, working in PA:

We can also use BewIΣ1 as a Σ1-truth predicate in PA:

PA ⊢ BewIΣ1(⌜φ⌝)↔ φ

holds for all Σ1-sentences φ.

_e le�-to-right is the re�exivity of PA, the right-to-le�
Σ1-completeness.

We can also use the truth predicate of some axiomatic theory of
truth such as CT or KF.
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From (Halbach and Leigh 2020):

theorem

• Every diagonal sentence of TrΣ1 satisfying the
Kreisel–Henkin criterion is refutable in PA and CT.

• Every diagonal sentence of BewIΣ1 is provable in PA and CT.
• _e canonical diagonal sentence of the primitive truth

predicate T in CT is independent of CT.

_us we have three ‘natural’ Σ1-truth teller; one is refutable, one
provable, one independent.



uniformity



taking stock

As before, we concentrate on self-reference via a singular term.
Self-reference via quantiûcation is outside the scope of this talk.

Being a diagonal sentence is a necessary condition self-reference.
It is implied by the Kreisel–Henkin criterion. In some cases we
cannot obtain results for all diagonal sentences (e.g. truth tellers);
then we concentrate on those diagonal sentences satisfying the
Kreisel–Henkin criterion.



But even among the diagonal sentences that are self-referential by
the Kreisel–Henkin criterion theremay be diòerences. Our
example above was Bew2(t2) and Bew2(t3).

If we ask about the status of a sentence that states its own
provability expressed by Bew2(x), the sentence Bew2(t3) seems
more relevant. I do not have very good arguments for this choice,
but will try to explain why the latter looks more interesting.

_is is joint work with Balthasar Grabmayr and Lingyuan Ye
(although they may not agree with what I am going to say).



simpliûcation

We are interested in sentences that say about themselves that they
are identical with the sentence (A) below (cf. Bew1 above).

Example
(A) (A) is identical with (A).

(B) (B) is identical with (A).

Both (A) and (B) say about themselves that they are identical
with (A). Both are diagonal sentences of ‘x is identical with (A)’.

Also, if we applied the canonical diagonal or Quine (‘appended to
its own quotation’) construction to ‘x is identical with’ we would
obtain false diagonal sentences.



de se again

Is person claiming about themselves that they are thinking always
claiming something true?

René: ‘I am thinking.’

Georg: ‘_e person thinking right now here is thinking.’

Both may refer to themselves; but the second is ‘accidentally’
self-referential (not exactly in van Fraassen’s sense). We aremore
interested in whether René is right.



accidental self-reference

When we ask about self-referential sentences, self-reference
should be obtained in a non-accidental way.

In English we have the indexicals ‘I’ and ‘me’. As rigid designators,
they establish reference to the speaker without any descriptive
content. _ey yield de se claims.



Another example from Perry

Mary is in the supermarket. She sees a trail of sugar on the �oor
and follows it. She sees that the person with the leaking bag must
have stopped in front of the shelf with the vegetables. In fact she
is the person who is making themess. So she is just following the
trail shemade; but she doesn’t realize it that she le� the trail
behind.

She thinks: ‘_e person who made the sugar trail stopped in front
of the shelf.’
She does not think: ‘I stopped in front of the shelf.’
_e last belief is a de se belief; the former is accidental
self-reference.



We don’t have such indexicals in the language of arithmetic. But
we can try to get rid of the accidental features of self-reference
in�uencing the status of the sentence in question.

To this end, we can obtain diagonal sentences in a uniform way
by applying the Gödel diagonal construction. _is construction
always works.

Plugging in t2 into Bew(t2) does not seem to follow such a
uniform method. It is a very accidental and ad hocmethod to
obtain self-reference.



uniform diagonal operators

A diagonal operator is a function that gives applied to a formula
φ(x) (with a ûxed variable x) a diagonal sentence of φ(x). We
concentrate on diagonal operators that yield a sentence φ(t) with
Σ ⊢ t = ⌜φ(t)⌝.

I tried to explain this in (Halbach and Visser 2014) andmade a
mistake.

Uniform self reference is obtained by applying a uniform method
that always yields a diagonal sentence satisfying the
Kreisel–Henkin criterion.



uniform diagonal operators

Lingyuan has proposed to make this explicit by deûning a
method has a syntactic operation taken from a ûxed stock of
operations (substitution, taking the canonical name (Gödel
numeral), connectives, function and predicate application, etc).
_e stock is limited. We cannot change the construction on a case
by case basis.

Using his deûnition of uniformity Lingyuan succeeded in proving
that some standard diagonal operators are uniform. Bew2(t2)
cannot be obtained by a uniform diagonal operator, while
Bew2(t3) can, as expected. _e proof uses wellfoundedness of the
naming function.



grades of self-reference

We assume that our coding is monotone and standard.

Sometimes we can prove a result for all diagonal sentences.
Example: _e canonical provability predicate Bew.

Sometimes we can prove a result only for all diagonal sentences
satisfying the Kreisel–Henkin criterion behave in the same way.
Example: TrΣ1(x) with the assumption.

Sometimes we can prove a result only for all diagonal sentences
satisfying the Kreisel–Henkin criterion that have been obtained
by a uniform diagonal operator. Example: Bew2(x) or x=⌜0=0⌝.



conjecture
If we can prove a result only for all diagonal sentences that have
been obtained by a uniform diagonal operator, we still have an
answer to the question about self-referential claims.



conclusion



Conclusion and further remarks

Self-reference is highly elusive. It is very hard to say what could bemeant
when we ask about sentences ascribing to themselves a certain property.

Everything I have said concerns only self-reference via a closed term.
Self-reference via quantiûcation is even harder to explain.

I have concentrated on self-reference. Another big problem is what it means
for a formula to express a property. _is problem interacts with the problem of
self-reference.

_e problem of self-reference also interacts with problems about coding
(especially monotonicity).

I suspect there is ûrst-class (uniform) self-reference and, if we have to choose,
results about self-referential sentences obtained by a uniform diagonal
operator aremore informative than thos obtained by accidental self-reference.



further questions

Are theremore interesting ‘natural’ predicates where the
Kreisel–Henkin criterion makes a diòerence?

Are theremore interesting ‘natural’ predicates where uniformity
makes a diòerence? (not just Bew2 or x=⌜0=0⌝)

Which roles plays monotonicity (in its various forms), especially
in the proof of the refutability of the Σn-truth tellers and the
non-uniformity of certain diagonal operators?

Can we dodgemany of these problems by moving form
arithmetic to a syntax theory?
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